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Tiffany fights losing battle against inevitable change

Tiffany fights losing battle against inevitable change
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"Ahh... Do
look of
of disapproval
disapproval in
in your
your eye?
eye?Tough
Toughbeans
“Ahh...
Do II detect
detect aa look
beans
cause that’s
that's the way it’s
it's gonna be."
buddy,
‘cause
be.”
HollyGolightly
Golightlyinin"Breakfast
“BreakfastatatTiffany's"
Tiffany’s”
-—Holly

Like many
many large,
large, traditional
traditional companies,
companies, the jeweler
jeweler
in a
Tiffany &
& Co.
Co. made
made the
the puzzling
puzzling choice
choice to
to engage
engage in
expensive legal
legal battle
battle rather
rather than simply
protracted and expensive
accepting and
and adapting
accepting
adapting to the technological
technological changes
changes in
the worldwide marketplace.
ago, Tiffany
Tiffany filed
filed aa lawsuit
Four years ago,
lawsuit against
against eBay,
eBay, the
online
auction giant,
the U.S.
U.S. District
District Court
Court for
for the
the
online auction
giant, in
in the
Southern District
District of New York. Tiffany alleged its tradeSouthern
trademark was
violated when
when eBay
eBay permitted
permitted sellers
sellers to
to list
mark
was violated
potentially counterfeit
counterfeit Tiffany
Tiffany items
items for
for sale.
sale.
week, following
following aa non-jury trial,
Last week,
trial, Judge
Judge Richard
Richard J.
J.
Sullivan
issued aa ruling
favor of
Sullivan issued
ruling in
in favor
of eBay,
eBay,concluding
concluding“[i]t
"[i]t
burden to police its
is the trademark owner's
owner’s burden
its mark
mark and
and companies
companies
like eBay
like
eBay cannot
cannot be held liable
liable for
fortrademark
trademark infringement
infringement based
based
solely on their
their generalized
generalized knowledge
knowledge that trademark infringement
might
be occurring
occurring on
on their
Web sites.”
might be
their Web
sites."
Judge
Sullivan's decision,
decision,hailed
hailed as
as an
an important
victory for
Judge Sullivan’s
important victory
online retailers, was
was in keeping with the vast majority of U.S. decisions on this issue.
issue.
Not surprisingly, instead
instead of accepting
accepting defeat gracefully and
and vowvowing to find
find ways
ways to make innovative
innovative platforms
platforms such
such as
as eBay work to
representatives of
of Tiffany
Tiffany indicated the
their advantage,
advantage, representatives
the company
company
would most
likely appeal
most likely
appeal the
the decision
decision to
to the
the U.S.
U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Second
Circuit.
Second Circuit.
In other
other words,
words, rather
rather than
than allocating
allocatingresources
resources so
so the
the company
company
adapt to
to the
the ever-changing
ever-changing online
online marketplace,
marketplace, Tiffany
Tiffany is plancan adapt
ning
change.
ning to
to expend
expend more
moremoney
moneybattling
battlingthe
theinevitable
inevitable—
- change.
Judge
Sullivan noted
of avoiding,
Judge Sullivan
noted Tiffany's
Tiffany’s strategy
strategy of
avoiding, rather than
than
acknowledging technological
technologicalchange,
change,inin his
his decision:
acknowledging
decision: "Notwith“Notwithstanding
is
standing the
the significance
significance of
of the
the online
online counterfeiting
counterfeiting problem,
problem, it
it is

clear that Tiffany
Tiffany invested
invested relatively
relativelymodest
modestresources
resources to
to combat
combat the
2003, Tiffany
problem.
fiscal year
year 2003,
Tiffany budgeted
budgeted approximately
approximately
problem. In
In fiscal
$763,000 to the issue, representing less than 0.05 percent of its net
sales for that year.
Tiffany's CEO,
CEO. Michael
Michael Kowalski, testified
sales
year. … Tiffany’s
budgeted $14
$14 million
million to
that over
over the past
past five years,
years, Tiffany has
has budgeted
to
anti-counterfeitingefforts
efforts—
- ofofwhich
anti-counterfeiting
whichapproximately
approximately $3
$3
to
was spent
the instant
instant action.”
to 5
5 million
million was
spent in
in litigating
litigating the
action."
Tiffany
is not
not alone
alone in
its reluctance
reluctance to
to adapt
adapt its
busiTiffany is
in its
its business
to embrace
embrace and
and complement
complement emerging
emerging
ness practices
practices to
technologies.
copyright infringements
infringements
technologies. Trademark
Trademark and
and copyright
claims against
against online
onlinegiants
giantssuch
suchas
as TouTube,
TouTube, Google
Google and
eBay abound
eBay
abound as
as industries
industries with
with foundations
foundations planted
planted
20th century
to stay
the 20th
century struggle
struggle to
stay afoat
afloat when
when
firmly in the
confronted
21st century
century innovations.
innovations.
confronted with
with 21st
The
has yet
yet to
way to
The recording
recording industry
industry has
to find
find aa way
to maintain
maintain
profitability in
in the
the face
face of
of online
online file
filesharing
sharing and
and other
other
profitability
emerging technologies.
technologies. Likewise,
Likewise, conventional retailers,
emerging
television and print
print media
media continue
continue to
to struggle
struggle with
with these
these
issues
as consumers
consumers increasingly
increasingly obtain
obtain information,
information,
issues as
products
services online,
rather than
than through
through traditional
traditional
products and
and services
online, rather
venues.
venues.
The
online marketplace
marketplace is
is expanding
expanding exponentially.
exponentially. Pioneering
Pioneering
The online
business
online
business entrepreneurs
entrepreneursare
are creating
creating increasingly
increasingly inventive
inventive online
platforms
through which products
products are
are advertised,
advertised, bartered,
bartered,
platforms through
exchanged and
and sold. Online
Online commerce
exchanged
commerce is
is becoming
becoming commonplace.
commonplace.
Like Tiffany,
Like
Tiffany, some
some companies
companies steadfastly
steadfastly refuse
refuse to
to acknowledge
acknowledge
in the marketplace and, instead, expend prethe profound changes
changes in
and resources
resourcesinin the
the futile
futile attempt
attempt to turn back
cious time, energy
energy and
the clock
clock and
and prevent
prevent change.
change.
Conversely, other
other innovative
innovative businesses,
such as
Conversely,
businesses, such
as eBay,
eBay, wisely
change is
is inevitable
inevitable and reap
reap the
the financial
financial benaccept the fact that change
they creatively
creatively and
and innovatively
innovatively tackle
tackle the digital frontier.
efits as
as they
frontier.
Nicole Black
of counsel
counsel to
Fiandach &
Fiandach and
and cocoNicole
Black is
is of
to Fiandach
& Fiandach
authors
Law ininNew
NewYork,
York,a aWest-Thomson
West-Thomson treatise.
treatise. She
She
authors Criminal
Criminal Law
also
Generis, nylawnylawalso publishes
publishesaa popular
popular New
IVewYork
Yorklaw
law blog,
blog, Sui
Sui Generis,
blog.typepad.comand
and aa blog
blog devoted
devotedtotolegal
legal humor,
humor, Legal Antics,
Antics,
blog.typepad.com
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